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We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.
Winston Churchill, Speech in the House of Commons, October 28, 1943
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 SINCE 2001, SAIT HAS USED A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT,
CREATING AN URBAN ACADEMIC VILLAGE BEFITTING A GLOBAL LEADER IN APPLIED EDUCATION.

EXECUTIVE MESSAGE

Student success remains the cornerstone of our campus planning.

SAIT has earned a reputation for leading-edge campus design and
leading-edge applied education. That’s no accident. Great educational
experiences are built on the foundation of a great campus design.
In 1919, when the Alberta government designated a parcel of land on
Calgary’s North Hill as a permanent home for a three-year-old technical
institute, few could have imagined how the campus would transform. SAIT
has grown from a small technical school on the outskirts of the city to an
urban academic village with a daily population the size of Cochrane.
In 1999, we planned a campus renewal based on 12 development principles
which are still in use today. The resulting renaissance (2001-2012) gave
birth to a thriving, dynamic campus, meticulously and strategically
designed to meet the needs of our students, our province and a diverse
array of industries.

As a global leader in applied education, SAIT needs facilities that are
extensions of the curricula we teach and that can accommodate growing
student enrolment as well as the changing needs of industry.
SAIT is an urban campus and land is at a premium. To grow, we will
look up, not out. By incorporating vertical growth, we can add more than
four million square feet of infrastructure — doubling the space currently
available on campus.
In our second century, SAIT will continue the strategic evolution of our
campus, guided by our students’ aspirations, our vision and this plan.

Dr. David Ross
President and CEO, SAIT
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SINCE ITS FOUNDING as Canada’s first publicly-funded technical institute
in 1916, SAIT has become a leader in applied education, recognized around
the world.
For nearly a century, SAIT and its physical campus have developed
with the economy — growing in scope and scale to give employers the
skilled workforce they need, when they need it — fostering innovation,
and helping students achieve their dreams.
The campus is not only an enduring Calgary landmark, it is an important
touchstone for generations of students — from the first to walk through
the doors of Heritage Hall in 1922, to those entering the Trades and
Technology Complex in 2012.
The campus is the heart of SAIT. It establishes and reflects our purpose
and character, and expresses how we think of ourselves and how we relate
to our students and partners. The buildings, green spaces and cultural
history create a sense of place and belonging.

We require from buildings, as from men, two kinds of goodness:
first, the doing their practical duty well; then that they be
graceful and pleasing in doing it.
John Ruskin, The Stones of Venice, 1880

We believe a great campus makes for great learning — and great learning
is about much more than sitting in a classroom being fed information. It is
about being part of an academic community where students, faculty, staff,
alumni, industry, and community partners interact with each other, creating
memories and building bright futures in welcoming spaces.
With this belief, the SAIT community united behind a vision to transform
the campus into an urban academic village. All future development would
be strategic, integrated and inspired. The renaissance began in 2001 with the
revitalization of Heritage Hall and the development of the Stan Grad Centre
(formerly the Heart Building). The opening of the Trades and Technology
Complex in 2012 was a key milestone in the campus renewal.
With the completion of Thomas Riley Building renovations in 2013 and the
opening of the Cenovus Energy Centre in 2014, the trucks and construction
fences that seemed a perennial part of SAIT’s campus are gone. It’s a natural
break for pause and reflection — time to consider what we have learned in
the past 15 years of dreaming, planning, managing and building.

This Campus Plan is a working document for ongoing reference and
development. Its purpose is to record the current status of the physical
campus and to identify the lessons learned and planning principles
developed during the revitalization. It documents SAIT’s approach to
campus development — “The SAIT Way.” Unlike conventional campus plans,
which focus on defining specifics for future g rowth, this plan identifies
development potential but does not make recommendations as to the
nature of development required.
This Campus Plan and the SAIT Academic Plan work together to outline
the principles that will shape future campus development and ensure
that SAIT remains at the forefront of applied education — enabling
student success, advancing innovation and industry partnerships, and
influencing Alberta’s economic prosperity for another hundred years.
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KEY CAMPUS DEVELOPMENTS AT SAIT

Over its 99-year history, the SAIT campus has undergone many changes,
from the construction of the first buildings on the hill in the ‘20s, through
the substantial expansions of the ‘60s and ‘90s, to the opening of the
Trades and Technology Complex in 2012.
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Not all of the buildings remain today, but each has contributed to SAIT’s
unique campus character.
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This timeline illustrates the square footage added to the SAIT campus with each development. It is not cumulative. For an overview of the current campus and its size refer to page 27.
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SAIT’S CAMPUS PLAN 1916 TO 1998
The Provincial Institute of Technology and Art (PITA) — now SAIT — was
established in 1916. It was North America’s first publicly-funded technical
school and the only one of its kind in Canada. Initially the Institute was
housed in the Colonel Walker School in southeast Calgary, but in 1919 the
provincial government approved a permanent facility for the Institute (to
be shared with the Calgary Normal School) on the 110-acre Riley property
on the north side of the city.
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Construction of the new campus began in 1920 with a Power Plant (now
the Eugene Coste Building) and the A Workshops, followed by the Main
Building (now known as Heritage Hall), which was built in 1921 in the
Collegiate Gothic style. First classes began in the fall of 1922. During the
1920s the Institute grounds were laid out and roadways connecting the
campus to downtown Calgary were constructed. The Art Department (now
the Alberta College of Art and Design) was created in 1926.
The Great Depression impacted the Institute severely and there was no
expansion of the campus infrastructure during the 1930s.
In 1940 the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) co-opted the Institute’s buildings
for use as the #2 Wireless Training School. In the fall of 1946, PITA returned
to its campus, using the temporary buildings left behind by the RCAF to
deliver classes.
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 AERIAL OF PITA CAMPUS 1939-1940.
ß PITA CAMPUS CIRCA 1928, SHOWING THE POWER PLANT, A WORKSHOPS AND THE MAIN BUILDING
(NOW HERITAGE HALL).
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 SAIT CAMPUS CIRCA 1960 SHOWING THOMAS RILEY, AERO HANGAR, MAIN BUILDING (HERITAGE HALL),
A WORKSHOPS AND JOHN WARE.
à MURAL, HERITAGE HALL

By 1959 PITA enrolment totaled 7,191. The physical space was
valued at $10 million and comprised 408,000 square feet,
of which 346,000 was instructional space.

The post-war years saw Calgary’s economy boom and its population
explode. Throughout the 1950s the campus expanded to accommodate
increasing demand for training:
: In 1951-52 the motor shop was extended, a connection between the
Main Building and the A Workshops (the Polish Corridor) was built.
Construction started on the B Building (which became the B Wing
of the Thomas Riley Building).
: A science wing was added in 1956 between the Main Building and
the A Workshops.
: The East Block Building (now the John Ware Building) opened in
November 1958.
In 1952 special lower fares were granted to Institute students travelling on
city buses or the railway. In 1954 the first shortage of parking space on
campus was reported; however, it was not until 1963 that the Institute
introduced parking fees ($4 per month for instructors).
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The 1960s and ‘70s were times of change for the Institute. In 1960,
after 44 years, PITA became the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology
(SAIT). The Art Department (although still part of SAIT) was given new
recognition and renamed the Alberta College of Art. Major campus
expansions took place during this time period.
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Thomas Riley T
and U Wings

Owasina Hall
Residence

: Four new wings were added to the Thomas Riley Building —
the D Wing in 1961, the F Wing in 1971 and the T and U Wings in 1977.
: A student activity building in the northeast corner of the campus was
completed in 1963 (now the E.H Crandell Building). Also in 1963, a new
playing field was constructed in the southeast corner of the campus
in an area now occupied by the Senator Burns Building. The Institute’s
oil-well was completed.
: In 1965 the largest single expansion at SAIT to that time began
with the construction of the Tower Building (now the Senator
Burns Building). The Tower officially opened on October 5, 1967 and
effectively doubled SAIT’s instructional space. In 1970 a Medical
Sciences Wing was added.
: The 617-stall George Murdoch Parkade was completed in 1972, as
was the 204-suite/500-bed Owasina Hall Residence in the northeast
corner of campus.
: The Alberta College of Art moved to the Nellie McClung Building
beside the Southern Alberta Jubilee Auditorium in 1973.
: The first campus pub opened in 1974.
: In 1979 construction began on the Campus Centre, which opened
to students in 1980.
: The last remaining RCAF buildings, with the exception of the Aero
Hangar, were demolished.
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 VIEW OF THE SAIT CAMPUS FROM 10 STREET NW WITH THE SENATOR BURNS BUILDING IN
THE FOREGROUND.
ß NELLIE McCLUNG BUILDING CIRCA 1975.
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 SAIT CAMPUS CIRCA 1987 SHOWING LRT STATION (CTrain), CAMPUS CENTRE BUILDING, COLONEL
JAMES WALKER BUILDING, HERITAGE HALL, JOHN WARE BUILDING, E.H. CRANDELL BUILDING, GEORGE
MURDOCH PARKADE, OWASINA HALL RESIDENCE BUILDING AND THE SENATOR BURNS BUILDING.
à VIEW OF DOWNTOWN CALGARY FROM THE SAIT CAMPUS.

The 1980s ushered in the end to Alberta’s economic boom and brought
15 years of fiscal restraint for educational institutions. By the standards
of the previous 20 years, campus development was limited; however, the
developments that did occur were significant in shaping SAIT’s philosophy
and use of physical space:
: With the acquisition and renovation of the Bob Edwards Building in
1980, SAIT established a new campus in northeast Calgary at Mayland
Heights. The provincial government gave the site — a renovated
Alberta Liquor Control Board warehouse — to SAIT. This marked
the first program delivery from a permanent SAIT-owned location
separate from the main campus.
: SAIT became an autonomous board-governed institute on April 1, 1982.
Previously, the Institute had been under the direct control of the
Alberta Ministry of Advanced Education.
: In 1985 the Alberta College of Art received autonomy, but remained
in the Nellie McClung Building on the SAIT campus.
: Heritage Hall was recognized as a provincial historic resource in 1985.
: In 1985 the Colonel James Walker Building opened.
: A Light Rail Transit (CTrain) station was opened in 1987, enhancing
campus accessibility and reducing the need for parking.
: In 1992 the Rance Fisher Wellsite Production Education Centre opened,
housing an operating service rig.
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OUR RENAISSANCE
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RENAISSANCE 1999 TO 2012
From 1920 to 1998, the SAIT campus developed without a cohesive master
plan. When funding was available, the rush to expand infrastructure was
so great that good design was sometimes sacrificed for expediency. In the
downtimes, fiscal restraint ruled, with little funding available for building
development and maintenance. As a result, SAIT’s physical space was
uninspired by today’s standards.
Until 1999, development focused on building structures, not creating
a community of learning. There was no campus aesthetic — each building
was an isolated, self-contained unit erected with little reference to context
or heritage. Transportation dominated the layout, with a parking lot in the
centre and a poorly-incorporated LRT line dividing the space. Movement
systems related to buildings rather than the campus as a whole. With its
fortress-like perimeter, SAIT’s infrastructure was inward-looking and not
integrated with the community. The campus lacked cohesion, connection
and presence.
Recognizing that the physical setting of an institution helps to both
establish and reflect its purpose and character, campus renewal became
an important priority, central to SAIT’s strategic vision.
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The primary goal for SAIT’s physical space is to create a whole that
is greater than the sum of its parts. In 1999, SAIT committed to a
thoughtful, proactive and cohesive architectural approach that knits the
campus into the communities around it, creating an urban academic
village that is an important and vibrant part of the city of Calgary.
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 VIEW OF SAIT CAMPUS FROM NOSE HILL PARK WITH THE ALDRED CENTRE AND THE CENOVUS
ENERGY CENTRE IN THE FOREGROUND.

In pursuit of that goal, SAIT completed nearly $1 billion in renovation and
construction in the 15-year period from 1999 to 2014.
: The restoration of the original brick and sandstone Heritage Hall
provides the campus with a focal point and symbolizes SAIT’s
character and sense of place.
: The Stan Grad Centre (originally the Heart Building), constructed on
the former parking lot behind Heritage Hall, is the heart of the new
campus. Blending the old and the new, its soaring atrium has become
the main location for campus events and a popular gathering spot.
: The Clayton Carroll Automotive Centre, on the corner of 14 Avenue and
14 Street, defines the west entrance and is visible to more than 30,000
motorists and 28,000 transit riders daily. It serves as a leading-edge
transportation training facility.
: Two new student residences — Begin Tower and East Hall — allow 1,100
students to make campus their home. Built in 2008, the 22-storey
Begin Tower (formerly The Tower at SAIT) accommodates 720 students
and also serves as a conference centre. The eco-friendly building
makes use of motion sensor lighting, low-flow plumbing fixtures and
radiant heating in the walls.

: Parking issues have largely been addressed with an award-winning
underground parkade, located beneath the Cohos Commons field.
: The Art Smith Aero Centre for aviation training — one of the bestequipped facilities in North America — provides aviation students with
with the extensive lab facilities and an industry standard airplane
hangar where they can put theory into practice. Located off-campus
at the Calgary International Airport, SAIT has a 40-year lease from the
Crown for the land.
: A range of smaller-scale development projects greatly benefitted
SAIT students, enhancing the learning experience while elevating the
campus to leading-edge status. Key among these was the Chinook
Lodge Aboriginal Resource Centre, which was built in 2001 to enrich
and promote Aboriginal student life and student success at SAIT.
The Centre, located in the rotunda of the Senator Burns Building,
was designed by Aboriginal architect Russell Everett. He based the
aesthetic of the Centre on the traditional teepee structure and the
symbolism of the Medicine Wheel.
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The complex can accommodate 8,100 new students —
focusing on the high-demand sectors of energy,
construction and manufacturing.
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THE TRADES AND TECHNOLOGY COMPLEX
The Trades and Technology Complex is SAIT’s boldest transformation
to date — a $430 million expansion and the largest construction project in
the Institute’s history. Before the doors were even open, the complex was
selected as one of the world’s top 100 Most Innovative Urban Infrastructure
Projects by KPMG’s Infrastructure 100 competition.
The three new buildings that comprise the complex provide almost 800,000
square feet of leading-edge classrooms, labs and “SAIT space” — places
where students and staff can learn, collaborate, socialize and otherwise
enjoy their campus experience. The complex can accommodate 8,100
students — focusing on the high-demand sectors of energy, construction
and manufacturing. The design of the buildings emphasizes an innovative,
flexible and integrated approach to trades and technical training, intended
to reflect real-life workplaces.
SAIT is proud of its deep industry connections and is passionate about
training students who contribute to the Alberta economy. In support of
this role, the Trades and Technology Complex was funded by the Government
of Alberta and key leaders in business and industry.

In 2009, the designs for the new Trades and Technology Complex were
unveiled and SAIT broke ground to officially start construction. The new
buildings in the Trades and Technology Complex officially opened in
September 2012.
In September 2013, SAIT reopened one of its oldest buildings — the Thomas
Riley Building — offering 162,000 square feet of renovated learning space
for students. The building, which first opened its doors in 1952, was renovated
as part of the Trades and Technology Complex project. It now boasts a
Home Lab that can accommodate the construction of two 1,200-squarefoot homes and a brand new millwright and natural gas compression lab,
among other updated spaces.
Learning is more than a classroom experience. It is about being part
of a living, breathing campus. The transformation that occurred
during SAIT’s renaissance underscores this principle. The look and
feel of the main campus has changed dramatically. Design now
reflects SAIT’s history and is focused on creating an integrated and
cohesive academic village that accommodates our role as a global
leader in applied education and can adapt to the training needs of
students in the future.
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 SAIT’S BOLDEST TRANSFORMATION COMES TO LIFE IN 2012 — THE TRADES AND
TECHNOLOGY COMPLEX.

THE SAIT CAMPUS OVER TIME
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TODAY

CAMPUS 2015
Our people and our buildings make the SAIT campus a unique and vibrant
place to learn.
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SAIT’S PEOPLE

Data shown below reflects 2013-2014

Students
Total FLEs (Full-Load Equivalents)

15,131

Credit FLEs
Grant and earned revenue credit (full-time programs)
Apprentices
Non-credit FLEs
Total individual students —
all students, unique headcount

Total SAIT employees

13,462

89%

% Salaried

11,300

84%

Select data — salaried employees only

2,162

16%

1,669

11%

49,398

2
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Employees

2013/14
1

Grant

9,497

18%

Apprentices

7,452

14%

Earned revenue credit (full-time programs)

1,901

4%

27,758

52%

6,813

13%

Part-time students

1,140

10%

Full-time students

10,258

90%

Continuing education and distance education
Business and industry (corporate training)
Credit students only, select demographic data

Average age

3

22

% male

6,725

59%

% female

4,673

41%

% international students

842

7%

Number of aboriginal students

273

2%

1) 2013/14 data based on the 2014 SAIT Situation Assessment
2) Total individual students are unique headcounts within each stream (i.e., grant, apprentice, and earned
revenue). Please note the total individual students from grant and earned revenue credit programs are
used as the denominator for the calculation of % female, % male, % of international students and % of
aboriginal students.
3) Select demographic data are duplicate headcounts including students from grant and earned revenue
credit full-time programs.

2013/14
2,573
1,555

60%

SAIT’s Academic Faculty Association (SAFA) Group

638

41%

Alberta Union of Provincial Employees Group

506

32%

Administrative, Professional and Technical (APT) Group

289

19%

Management (MGMT) Group

122

8%

Average Age
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SAIT’S BUILDINGS

Trades and Technology Complex (2012):
1) Aldred Centre: 483,936 ft2
2) Johnson-Cobbe Energy Centre: 273,611 ft2
3) Cenovus Energy Centre: 37,669 ft2
4) Senator Burns (1967): 721,003 ft2
5) Thomas Riley (1952-2013): 458,775 ft2
		
(including Rance Fisher Wellsite Production
		Education Centre, 1992)

16

18

19 20

1

15

6) SAIT Parkade / Cohos Commons (2009):
		380,758 ft2

14

7) Stan Grad (2001): 373,850 ft2

2
3

9) Begin Tower Student Residence (2008):
		284,555 ft2

12

11

11) East Hall Student Residence (2001):
		200,000 ft2

4

12) John Ware (1958): 162,600 ft2
13) Owasina Hall Student Residence (1972):
		152,837 ft2

10

14) Bob Edwards at Mayland Heights (1980):
		118,964 ft2
15) Heritage Hall (1921): 106,175 ft2

Total Building Area 2015
4,698,680 ft2

9

16) Art Smith Aero Centre (2004): 102,990 ft2
17) Clayton Carroll Automotive Centre (2000):
		84,256 ft2

8

18) E. H. Crandell (1963): 81,308 ft2
19) N.R. Buck Crump at Mayland Heights (1999):
		67,895 ft2
20) Eugene Coste (1920): 53,666 ft2
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13

8) Nellie McClung, ACAD (1971): 293,957 ft2

10) Campus Centre (1980): 259,874 ft2
		(including Brawn Fieldhouse, 2006)
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7

6
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THE SAIT WAY
“The SAIT Way” is an approach to campus expansion based on three
basic philosophies that evolved during SAIT’s renaissance period. These
philosophies guide SAIT’s development today. They are as follows:
: As Calgary grows, so too will SAIT. Campus expansion is inevitable.
: We will own this campus and all the buildings on it forever. When we
look at the cost of new developments, we need to look beyond initial
capital costs and consider expenditures over the whole development
life cycle.
: We must utilize the entire campus to its fullest potential for the
campus to be sustainable.
These philosophies are the basis of our 12 overarching planning principles.
These have been used to guide the development of the campus over the
past 15 years, and will continue to do so into the future.
The principles are not prescriptive; rather they are a guide to “The SAIT
Way” of doing things. As such, they are broad and flexible enough to
accommodate changing needs, opportunities and priorities. As we grow
and learn, we will add and refine.
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The main campus comprises 96 acres — there is a defined capacity for expansion.
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We have one central campus.
We view land as one of our most valuable assets and a key resource.
We build for the long-term — not just for today.
We expand wisely with future development in mind — we plan for the next
50 to 100 years.
New spaces and buildings can accommodate future needs and change as
SAIT changes.
New buildings contribute to and benefit the SAIT campus now and in the future.
LESSONS LEARNED

WORKING
PRINCIPLES

FACT

Principle 1: Central Campus

Satellite campuses are used in extraordinary circumstances (i.e., for programs that cannot be accommodated
on the central campus due to by-laws or zoning restrictions, such as aircraft maintenance).
The physical campus is designed to be flexible. Each new development is assessed on its ability to adapt to
new uses and to accommodate increasing numbers.
New developments contribute to and are integrated with the larger campus. Campus development is an
important element of new projects and the costs are intertwined.
Green space is limited and must be developed as useful space, not solely decorative.

The campus is located close to downtown Calgary.
We are an urban campus.
We integrate with the city of Calgary and link our movement systems
by aligning our grids with theirs.
Our campus is an academic village:
: It is intimate and welcoming.
: It is open, inviting and accessible to the community.
: It has amenities, infrastructure and utilities that support an academic
village concept.
: It has massing and landscaping that protect and enhance a village feel.
LESSONS LEARNED

WORKING
PRINCIPLES

FACT

Principle 2: Urban Academic Village

The campus follows an orthogonal grid both externally and internally. Internal circulation (within buildings)
is an extension of external grids.
Academic and support functions are integrated across campus.
Executive offices are located at the heart of the campus.
The Stan Grad Centre (formerly the Heart Building) and Heritage Hall are our village “centre.” Key destination
points (including the library, student services, food courts) are accommodated within these buildings.
Massing reflects the existing campus feel and will reference city guidelines and plans where applicable
(i.e., “16 Avenue North Urban Corridor Area Redevelopment Plan”).
Landscaping is designed to promote use of common open spaces and to fit with the character of both the
campus and its surrounding neighbourhoods.
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The campus is adjacent to three major arterial roadways, one of which is the Trans Canada Highway.
WORKING
PRINCIPLE

FACT

Principle 3: Welcoming Presence

We will create a presence at each of our entrances.

LESSONS LEARNED
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We have four main entrances to the campus: 16 Avenue, 10 Street, 14 Street and the LRT (CTrain) station
and walkway. These entrances are highly visible and welcome people to SAIT.
Entrances create a positive image for the Institute.
Entrances are open and welcoming. Entrances are connected to public streets and walkways.

As an urban campus, we are well-served by multiple public transportation
options.
A Light Rail Transit (LRT) line — the CTrain — runs through campus.
A majority of students, staff and visitors use the CTrain; this entrance is a
key gateway to the SAIT campus.
SAIT is a pedestrian campus. Our movement systems facilitate this concept.
We leverage LRT accessibility and limit vehicular access and parking.
Our academic space is located at the centre of the campus to facilitate ease of
movement between classes. Ancillary services are situated on the periphery.
LESSONS LEARNED

WORKING
PRINCIPLES

FACT

Principle 4: Pedestrian Campus

The campus core is designed for pedestrian movement. Sidewalks also serve as fire truck routes to ensure safe
access for required services.
Parking is capped at 5,000 spaces (currently 3,400 spaces are available — 2,500 on the SAIT campus and 900 at
the Jubilee). Parking is located on the periphery or underground.
We provide multiple pick-up/drop-off points across campus.
To encourage staff and students to use public transit, it is important that campus design allows for easy access
to CTrain and bus services.
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Pedestrian Movement
System
à
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Secondary directional signage
helps pedestrians navigate
from the primary distribution
locations along the two main
pathways running north/
south. They serve to guide
visitors from key intersections
to destinations within walking
distance. Main building
entrances are clearly marked.

Pedestrian Traffic
Primary decision
Secondary decision
Main pathways
Secondary pathways
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 SAIT’S CAMPUS IS DESIGNED FOR PLEASANT, EASY ON-CAMPUS NAVIGATION. PEDESTRIAN ROUTES
ARE INTUITIVE, AESTHETICALLY PLEASING AND CLEARLY SIGNED.

CAMPUS PLANNING PRINCIPLES

Transit Movement System
à
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Visitor parking lots and
drop-off zones correspond to
pedestrian based transit stop
locations in four key locations
where the first wayfinding
decision is required. These
locations are the orientation
hubs where well-lit maps and
directional signs are provided.

Transit Traffic Flow
Pedestrian direction
Transit drop-off
locations
Major route
Decision points

Vehicular Movement System
ß

Traffic flow is distributed so
that the heart of campus is
pedestrian based. Drop-off
zones occupy the inner
perimeter and parking areas
occupy the outer perimeters.
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Vehicular Routes
Drop-off route
Public parking route
Pedestrian direction
Decision points

CAMPUS PLANNING PRINCIPLES

Teaching and learning are SAIT’s core activities.
WORKING
PRINCIPLE

FACT

Principle 5: Learning Environment

SAIT’s physical campus supports teaching and learning.

LESSONS LEARNED
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Campus development must meet the needs of SAIT as a whole. We consider the Institute’s core activities,
strategic intent and long-term interests when evaluating new projects.
Not all programs offered at SAIT have the same space utilization profile. Programs that are lab intensive or have
a large hands-on component require more space and infrastructure that can result in a higher cost per FLE.
SAIT provides quality infrastructure (air movement, heating, lighting) to create an environment conducive to learning.

SAIT is powered by business and industry — and provides skilled, work-ready graduates. As business and industry change,
so will our programming. In the long term, we cannot predict enrolment numbers or what we will teach to whom.
Our campus provides a stimulating environment for learning, regardless of what we teach.
We will preserve our view of downtown and the downtown view of our campus.
LESSONS LEARNED

WORKING
PRINCIPLES

FACT

Principle 6: Industry Connectedness

We don’t build single-purpose, custom, one-off buildings. We deliver structural capacity for the future —
a physical skeleton enabling SAIT to grow and offer new types of programming.
Clear sight lines to downtown remind us of our connection to business and industry — and remind business
and industry of SAIT’s relevant training.
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SAIT was established in 1916 and has a rich history spanning 99 years.
WORKING
PRINCIPLE

FACT

Principle 7: Heritage and Aesthetic

We respect and are inspired by our architectural heritage and have a defined
campus aesthetic.
LESSONS LEARNED
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Heritage Hall is the heart of the campus. It symbolizes SAIT’s history,
providing a sense of place and of who we are and where we have
come from.
Heritage Hall (in the Collegiate Gothic style) is the essence of our
campus character and provides an aesthetic language in terms of
materials, textures and cadence.
The closer a new building is to Heritage Hall, the more it reflects that
architecture. The further away, the more independent the aesthetic
can be.
Bold expansions can be leveraged to transform the campus and SAIT’s image. Projects such as the Trades
and Technology Complex can shift perceptions, attract students and create momentum for change.
Important lessons are learned with each development project. These should be documented and applied
to future projects.
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 HERITAGE HALL AND THE STAN GRAD CENTRE.

CAMPUS PLANNING PRINCIPLES

Our student body:
: is predominantly part-time
: has an average age of 22 — 59 per cent male, 41 per cent female
: comes from within the province, but is mainly Calgary-based
: requires campus access outside of “normal” business hours (6 am to 11 pm)
: may only be on campus for short periods of time (i.e., apprentices, continuing education)
: graduates in spring and fall.
Our physical campus reflects how students use space collectively and individually, in and out of the classroom.
Our campus is safe, easy to access and to navigate.
LESSONS LEARNED
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Our physical campus serves more than 15,131 Full Load Equivalents (FLEs) annually.

WORKING
PRINCIPLES

FACT

Principle 8: Reflecting Student Needs

We understand how space is used at SAIT and spend time during design to identify and model space utilization needs.
We provide high-quality, well-cared-for educational, recreational and social amenities. Students will use and
respect properly-tended spaces.
We provide a balance in the type of space provided (i.e., learning and social space, space for group activities
and for individual downtime).
We connect social spaces to movement systems so they become part of the campus fabric.
The campus is designed with safety in mind. The campus is clean, well-signposted and well-lit. Buildings are
bright and open. The campus is patrolled.
Wayfinding must be clear, simple and easy to understand. Many students are on campus for short periods of time
(i.e., continuing education or apprentice) and need to quickly orient themselves.
We landscape with spring blooming and fall colouring trees to celebrate our graduation seasons.

Our student body is drawn mainly from Calgary and Alberta. SAIT grows as the city and province grow.
We plan for growth.
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LESSONS LEARNED

WORKING
PRINCIPLE

FACT

Principle 9: Growth

Buildings must be able to adapt to new needs and increasing numbers. We design flexibility into our buildings
to accommodate future demand and ever-changing training requirements.
Based on SAIT-specific research, we aim to provide on-campus accommodation for 10 per cent of our
student body.

CAMPUS PLANNING PRINCIPLES

Once on campus, it is easy for anyone to orient and navigate.
Buildings are designed to facilitate student movement at peak times.
LESSONS LEARNED
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With limited space and a large number of students, movement is a key
consideration within and between buildings.
WORKING
PRINCIPLES

FACT

Principle 10: Navigation and Movement

On-campus navigation is simple, intuitive and reflective of
the city grid.
Successful movement within buildings is achieved by limiting
the number of floors dedicated for student use. Classrooms,
laboratories and shops are housed only on the first four floors
(basement and three floors above grade). Buildings may be
higher, but space above the third floor is limited to employee,
administrative and support offices. Student residence
buildings are an exception as height allows for better land
utilization.
Primary movement within buildings is via escalator and
stairway rather than by elevator.
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 WAYFINDING AT SAIT REFLECTS A WHOLISTIC AND STRATEGIC APPROACH TO PEDESTRIAN
AND VEHICULAR TRAFFIC ON CAMPUS.

CAMPUS PLANNING PRINCIPLES

At SAIT, students are our clients.
WORKING
PRINCIPLE

FACT

Principle 11: Pragmatic Governance

We depend on Facilities Management expertise to plan and implement campus development projects with SAIT’s strategic
direction, academic intent and students top of mind.
LESSONS LEARNED
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Set up an effective and efficient governance structure with leadership from senior management. Identify and
assemble a team that brings the required expertise, knowledge and experience to a project — ensure you have
the proper knowledge and experience in the room at the right time.
Facilities Management should lead campus development projects. We maintain a qualified Facilities
Management team with training and experience in planning, project management and architecture.
When planning campus development projects, the needs of the Institute come first. Seek and integrate input
from the SAIT community at meaningful junctures.
Only use external consultants whose vision and principles align with “The SAIT Way.”

SAIT is a publicly-funded institution.
We are fiscally responsible:
: We provide value for taxpayer dollars.
: We are prudent with our resources and use them effectively.
SAIT is both a provincial and a city asset.
LESSONS LEARNED

WORKING
PRINCIPLES

FACT

Principle 12: Fiscally Responsible

When we build, we consider life cycle and future operating costs, maintenance and ease of access for repairs.
We build and renovate with purpose, focusing on fundamental infrastructure, not just cosmetics.
We build usable space. We aim for a minimum of 65 per cent of usable academic space for each new
development project (historically it has been under 50 per cent).
We don’t overbuild; we maintain a practical level of redundancy so that our core activities (teaching and learning)
can continue.
We build to be leading edge, not cutting edge — which is expensive to attain and difficult to maintain.
We welcome the community to use campus facilities.
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OUR FUTURE

The best way to predict the future is to design it.
Buckminster Fuller, American architect, philosopher, systems theorist and inventor

At SAIT, we’ve been designing our future for years.
From the restoration of Heritage Hall, to the construction of the Stan Grad
Building, to the full-scale campus revitalization of the Trades and Technology
Complex, SAIT has created a leading edge campus that’s positioned to
grow in its location for the next 50 years.
SAIT’s future development is intimately connected to Alberta’s economy
and its demands for skilled graduates. Our campus is uniquely well positioned
to provide for the needs of that economy.
Based on the development principles and the building structures currently
in place, SAIT’s main campus can accommodate an additional 4,000,000
square-feet of future building development. Current utilization metrics
tell us the future build-out of the campus will accommodate over 30,000
full load equivalent students, 5,000 faculty/staff and be able to house 10%
of our student population on campus.

Diagrams on the following pages illustrate SAIT’s building masses in
distinct campus precincts. They detail our resources and campus assets
and acknowledge areas for potential development. What these diagrams
don’t pinpoint are specific campus developments.
Designing for the future means positioning ourselves to be responsive to
our needs as a global provider of applied education. But this process
is not reactive. Using the campus infrastructure developed during SAIT’s
renaissance and the intellectual infrastructure offered through the
12 development principles, SAIT can continue to grow on this campus well
into its second century.
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SAIT Campus and Perimeter
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SAIT Building —
Future Status
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SAIT Buildings and Areas
for Future Development
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SAIT Campus —
Current/Future Traffic Flow
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SAIT Campus — Districts
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SAIT Campus — Precincts
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